Juridiska institutionen/Department of Law
Updated (24 June 2021) practical information for the advanced course

Law & Artificial Intelligence for PhD Students, 7.5 University
Points, 7.5 ECTS credits
Determined on 27th May 2020 by Faculty of Law’s Research Committee, Uppsala University, by virtue
of Chapter 6 Section 14 and 15 of the Higher Education Ordinance. The course plan enters into force on
1 September 2020.

Course structure and schedule (updated, 24 June 2021)
N.B. In the original course plan it says that the course consists of 10 seminars. In this updated document
this is altered into 5 seminars on zoom followed by a one-day workshop taking place in Uppsala.

The course consists of five zoom seminars in November/December 2021 and a day-long workshop in
January 2022. If the covid-19 situation allows for it this one-day workshop will take place at Uppsala
University. The seminars are clustered into three blocks: the first block (3 seminars) consists of two
parts: the basics of AI and New EU instruments and policies regulating AI. The second block (AI in
practice) consists of 2 seminars. The third block (AI in your research) is a one-day workshop where the
draft papers of the participants are discussed.

(A) 5 seminars on zoom:
Friday 14 Nov, 9.30-12:
-

Getting to know the interests and backgrounds of all course participants. How can this course be
relevant in your PhD research?

-

Making an inventory of topics that are of particular interest to the participants (which will
influence the choice of literature to be discussed on Friday 3 Dec and Friday 17 Dec).

-

Introduction to the field of AI & Law. Is there a unified field with a canon of seminal texts?
Which journals? Conferences?
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-

Discussing some texts about (1) what is AI?, (2) What is the relation between AI & Law?

Friday 21 Nov, 9.30-12:
New EU instruments and policies regulating AI (I)
Literature to be announced.
Friday 3 Dec, 9.30-12
New EU instruments and policies regulating AI (II)
Literature to be announced.
Friday 10 Dec, 9.30-12
AI in practice (I)
Literature to be announced.
Friday 17 Dec, 9.30-12
AI in practice (II)
Literature to be announced.
(B) Discuss your paper: AI & Law workshop, Uppsala 13/14 January 2022
The purpose of this day is to discuss your paper (which can still be work in progress) with your peers.
The format of the day will be of a PhD conference/workshop/boot camp. I’m looking into the possibility
of inviting some guest speakers to create even more of a conference-vibe.
Either this will be a full day (13 January, 9-16) or two half days (13 January, 13-17, followed by dinner;
14 January, 9-131).
(C) Optional: Colloquium AI and law – exploring current and future legal research, Uppsala 24
January 2022
This is an optional opportunity to meet both junior and senior researchers from the Nordic countries that
are doing (or want to do) research related to AI & Law. There probably also will be a publication
connected to the colloquium, which would offer the opportunity to submit your paper (if you would wish
to do so) for publication.
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Timings are approximate and subject to change.
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Other information (unaltered, from the Course Plan)
General information
The course Law & Artificial Intelligence for PhD Students has a study load of 7.5 University Points
(7.5 ECTS credits) at research level in the studies for the degree of Doctor of Laws, according to the
degree requirements adopted 14 June 2011 by the Faculty of Law’s Research Committee of Uppsala
University. The course is held in Swedish or English depending on the preference of the course
participants. The course director is Katja de Vries, assistant professor in public law.

Entry requirements
The student must be registered as doctoral candidate in law.
If special reasons exist, the research committee may grant exemption from the acceptance requirements.

Course content
Within the last decade the technological advances and societal uptake of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
been enormous. Currently AI is getting a foothold in almost any aspect of life. AI software (personalized
recommender systems, automated risk assessment systems, image analytics, etc.) has become ubiquitous
and is increasingly embedded within smart objects such as voice assistants like Alexa or Siri, smart
cameras, drones and self-driving cars. AI is both used to classify (“social sorting”) as well as to create
(such as “deepfakes”). This course will introduce participants to the most salient legal debates
surrounding the uptake of AI within society.

The course is organized into four thematic parts:

(1) The basics of AI. We discuss some classical texts on regulating and organizing society through
information technology (IT), gain an understanding of what AI is and how its applications affect a
variety of legal domains (constitutional law, data protection, intellectual property, torts law, etc.)
(2) New EU instruments and policies regulating AI. We discuss the General Data Protection
Regulation 2016/679 and the Copyright Directive 2019/790, as well as legal instruments that are
currently still in the making as part of the digital strategy of the EU: the Digital Services Act, the
Digital Markets Act and the proposed Data Governance Act.
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(3) AI in practice. We discuss several practical examples of how AI is used and the legal issues that it
raises. The literature and cases will be picked to align as much as possible to the interests and
field of expertise of the course participants.
(4) AI in your own research. Building on the previous section we discuss how AI can play a role in
the research of the course participants. Course participants will submit a written paper on a topic
of choice. The written papers will form the point of departure for further group discussions.
The learning outcome of this course is that doctoral students will be able to critically discuss applications
of AI within society from a legal perspective. Students will have explored the relevance of AI & Law for
their own research and will be able to relate to relevant literature and recent legal regulations.

Exam
To successfully complete this course active participation in the seminars and the submission of a written
paper is required. The paper should explore some topic related AI & Law, preferably related to the PhD

research of the doctoral student. After the final workshop in January 2021, the participants will have
some time to finalize and hand in their paper, which will be graded, to see if they passed the course.

The grades are Pass (G) or Fail (U). The course director is the examiner.

Literature
The course director distributes a list of required readings.

